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Abstract
Video parsing refers to the detection and classiﬁcation of abrupt and gradual scene
changes in a video stream. The detection of these changes forms an important preprocessing
step in applications that treat videos as sources of information. The parsed video is subsequently indexed to support content-based retrieval, navigation and browsing. Analysis of
video streams is computationally intensive with high data processing bandwidth requirements. Shared-memory symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs) have become increasingly ubiquitous and aﬀordable. Parallel processing on an shared-memory symmetric multiprocessor is
hence proposed as a means of dealing with the computational demands of video parsing.
Parallel versions of two algorithms that detect scene transitions in compressed video streams
are proposed. Both algorithms entail minimal decompression of the MPEG video. Three
granularities of parallelism based on data decomposition and task decomposition are investigated; Group of Pictures (GOP), Frame and Slice. Results of an SMP implementation show
that the GOP-level implementation, which represents the coarsest granularity of task and
data decomposition, performs the best in terms of speedup and synchronization overhead.
The slice and frame levels of granularity take second and third place, respectively. The speedup is observed to be almost linear in the case of the GOP level of granularity, whereas the
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synchronization overheads are observed to be high for the frame and slice levels of
granularity.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: MPEG video; Video analysis; Video segmentation; Shared memory symmetric multiprocessors;
Parallel video parsing

1. Introduction
With the emergence of multimedia information systems, videos are being increasingly looked upon as vital sources of information. A multimedia information system
goes well beyond a traditional information system in that it incorporates various
modes of non-textual digital data, such as digitized images, video and audio. One
of the greatest problems with emerging multimedia technologies is the diﬃculty of
rapidly and reliably extracting ‘‘key’’ information from images, video and audio
streams which could then be used for rapid browsing, indexing and content-based
retrieval of the relevant information [5,6,53]. Prominent applications that beneﬁt
from this research are video/multimedia database servers, video surveillance and digital libraries.
A great deal of current research eﬀort has been devoted to automatic extraction of
relevant information from video streams. Video parsing or scene change detection in
a video stream is typically used to extract key features in a video stream. These key
features are then used for rapid video browsing and automatic annotation and indexing of video streams to support content-based access to large video databases. The
video parsing operation is primarily domain-independent, i.e., no assumptions are
made about the semantics of the video or its underlying theme. Video parsing, therefore, is a crucial ﬁrst step that precedes domain-dependent analysis of the video [53].
Some of the domain-independent features of interest in a video stream include scene
cuts, scene dissolves, fade-ins, fade-outs, pans and zooms. A scene cut is an abrupt
scene change. Fig. 1 depicts a scene cut between frames 89 and 90 in the Table Tennis
video sequence. Pans, dissolves, fades and zooms represent gradual scene changes in

Fig. 1. Scene cut between frames 89 and 90 in the Table Tennis video sequence. (a) Frame 88, (b) Frame 89
and (c) Frame 90.
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the video stream. Figs. 2–4 show the video frames involved in a pan, dissolve and
zoom respectively, in a video stream.
Due to the large amount of data involved, video streams are often compressed for
eﬃcient transmission and storage. Scene detection techniques that are capable of
operating on compressed video data directly have a considerable advantage in terms
of execution time and memory requirement when compared to those that require full
frame decompression. In this paper we focus on detecting scene changes in compressed video streams that are encoded using the MPEG-1 standard [9,14,30,31,37].
The MPEG-1 video compression algorithm relies on two basic techniques: blockbased motion compensation for reduction of temporal redundancy and Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT)-based compression [48] for the reduction of spatial redundancy. The motion information is computed using 16 · 16 pixel blocks and is transmitted along with the spatial information. The motion information is also
compressed for higher eﬃciency. The temporal redundancy of video signals is
exploited using motion compensated prediction which assumes that the current
frame can be locally modeled as a transition of a video frame in the past or future.
The MPEG-1 standard deﬁnes three types of frames:

Fig. 2. Sequence of frames showing a pan.

Fig. 3. Sequence of frames in a video stream spanning a dissolve.

Fig. 4. Sequence of frames in a video stream spanning a zoom-in.
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• I frame (Intracoded): These pictures are purely intracoded using a DCT-based
technique [48] and yield the least compression. They are used mainly as random
access points in the video stream.
• P frame (Predictive): These frames are encoded using forward predictive coding,
i.e., with respect to a previous I or P frame. These frames give better compression
than I frames.
• B frame (Bidirectional or Interpolative): These frames are encoded using past and/
or future I/P frames as reference frames. B frames achieve the highest compression
but random access using these frames is not possible since they depend on a future
and/or past reference frame.
The basic unit for motion compensation in MPEG-1, is a 16 · 16 block of pixels
called a macroblock. Each frame is divided into a ﬁxed number of macroblocks. The
motion estimation for encoding P and B frames entails ﬁnding, for each macroblock
in the P or B frame, the closest matching macroblock in the reference frames. In an I
frame, each macroblock is intracoded, using the DCT. In a P frame, a macroblock
may be intracoded or forward predicted. In a B frame, each macroblock may be
intracoded, forward predicted, backward predicted or bidirectionally coded. The encoder performs the function of calculating appropriate motion vectors for each
macroblock. The diﬀerence signal (prediction error) is also compressed using spatial
redundancy reduction techniques based on the DCT. The DCT-coded prediction
error signal consists of 16 · 16 pixel blocks and is transmitted along the rest of the
spatial information. Therefore, depending on the type of macroblock, motion vector
information is stored along with the compressed prediction error signal in each
macroblock.
To exploit spatial redundancy, the MPEG-1 standard uses block-based DCT
encoding with weighted quantization and run-length encoding [48]. After motion
compensation is performed, the remainder of data is divided into 8 · 8 blocks,
DCT encoded, weighted, quantized and run-length encoded for eﬃciency. During
the decoding of the MPEG-1 stream, I frames can be decoded independently. Decoding of P frames requires the previously decoded reference frame (I or P) whereas
decoding of B frames requires either 1 or 2 reference frames (from the past or future).
So typical decoders buﬀer up to 3 frames (2 reference frames and the frame being
currently processed) in memory at any point in time. To facilitate decoding, encoders
typically rearrange the frames (out of their temporal sequence) in the MPEG-1
stream so that the reference frames are already decoded before they are needed
for decoding a B frame.
An MPEG-1 video stream is hierarchically structured. Each stream consists of
one or more sequences. A sequence is a random access unit and could represent a
scene context. A sequence consists of one or more Groups of Pictures (GOP). A
GOP consists of one or more frames. Each GOP starts with an I or a B frame
and ends with an I or a P frame. A frame, as discussed previously, can be encoded
as an I, P or B frame. A frame consists of one or more slices where a slice is used
to resynchronize the video stream in case of errors. A slice comprises one or
more macroblocks. A macroblock can be decomposed into pixel-level blocks.
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A macroblock is the 16 · 16 motion compensation unit whereas a block is the 8 · 8
DCT unit.
Several MPEG-1 video parsing algorithms are based on the analysis of DC
images. DC images are spatially reduced versions of the original frames in the
MPEG-1 stream and represent the DC coeﬃcients of the DCT (Fig. 5). A video sequence comprised of DC images is called a DC sequence. A DC image retains most
of the global information in the original frame while requiring only a small fraction
of the original frame memory. Processing of DC images is much faster and the results are often satisfactory. MPEG-1 uses the YUV color format and each frame
in the video stream is encoded as three frames which are termed Y, U and V frames.
The Y frame represents the brightness or luminance component of the original frame
and U and V frames represent the color or chrominance components. A DC image of
a frame comprises DC images corresponding to the Y, U and V frames.
Traditionally parallel processing has been used for MPEG encoding and decoding
since both, encoding and real-time decoding are computationally intensive. Both,
shared and distributed memory architectures have been used for parallel video
processing. To date, we are not aware of any published work on parallel MPEG-1
video parsing. As parsing is closely related to decoding, it can also be expected to
beneﬁt from parallelism. MPEG-1 coding with its inherent dependencies and other
nuances poses several challenges to the parallelization of video parsing.
The algorithms discussed in this paper directly exploit the motion compensation,
the prediction error signal and the DC coeﬃcients in the DCT encoding of the
MPEG-1 video stream. The algorithms entail minimal decoding of the compressed
video stream, thus resulting in signiﬁcant savings in terms of execution time and
memory requirement. The parallel algorithms are implemented on a shared memory
symmetric multiprocessor (SMP). We use the shared memory model for our implementation on account of its relative ease of programming abstraction and faster realization. For a small number of processors, parallel implementations on shared
memory systems are typically faster than on distributed memory systems since the
interconnection network latency is observed to be a performance limiting factor in
the case of the latter.

Fig. 5. Original frame from the Table Tennis video sequence and its DC image. (a) Original frame and
(b) DC image.
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2. Related work
There has been a great deal of work on video parsing or scene change detection on
uncompressed video. Most of these techniques compute a global measure of diﬀerence between successive frames or images in the video stream and use a global thresholding scheme to determine and localize signiﬁcant scene changes in the video
stream. The diﬀerence measures are typically based on gray level sums (computed
over the entire frame), gray level histograms, color histograms, gray level statistics
or color statistics computed for each frame in the video stream [1,32,34,39,52,53],
or motion discontinuities computed using temporal ﬁltering [18,17,41]. Featurebased approaches compute the diﬀerence in features such as edges between successive
frames of the uncompressed video [51]. In some cases, a domain-speciﬁc video
production model is used to guide the parsing process [11,15,47].
As previously mentioned, parsing techniques that entail minimal decompression
of the video stream have a deﬁnite advantage in terms of run time and memory
usage. A number of video parsing techniques are based on the analysis of DC images
[24,25,42,43,49,50]. Shen et al. [42,43] suggest the use of histograms of the DC
images derived from the DCT coeﬃcients of the I frames in an MPEG-1 video
stream to detect scene changes. Scene cuts are detected by thresholding the diﬀerence
of the luminance histograms computed from the DC images of two consecutive I
frames in the MPEG-1 video stream. Dissolves are detected by computing the histogram diﬀerence between the current DC image and the average of all DC images in a
window preceding the current I frame. Patel and Sethi [35,36,40] use the DC coeﬃcients of the I frames to perform hypothesis testing on the luminance histogram.
Their approach implicitly assumes that the separation between successive I frames
in an MPEG-coded video stream is ﬁxed and small. Meng et al. [29] and Ching
et al. [12] use the variance of the DC coeﬃcients in the I and P frames and the proportion of macroblocks in the P and B frames that are intracoded to detect scene
changes. Zhang et al. [54] and Kobla et al. [22,23] have observed that the number
of macroblocks with valid motion vectors in P or B frames tends to be low when
these frames lie on opposite sides of a scene change. This fact is used for detection
of abrupt scene changes whereas more gradual scene transitions are detected after
decompressing the relevant subset of video frames and analyzing the motion in
the decompressed video stream. Koprinska and Carrato [24,25] use a hybrid rulebased/neural network approach to scene change detection where simpler scene
boundaries are detected by the rule-based system and the complex scene boundaries
are detected by the neural net. Song et al. [46] use a chromatic video editing model
for low motion videos based on the observation that the ﬁrst order partial temporal
derivative of the video signal is zero for static scenes and the second partial temporal
derivative is zero for scenes with gradual changes.
Gamaz and Huang [13] propose a simple skipping algorithm for fast and accurate
detection of abrupt scene changes. The two I frames in a GOP are compared using
DC diﬀerences. If there is no appreciable diﬀerence, that GOP is skipped, else the P
and B frames in the GOP are processed for changes. The algorithm is simple and fast
but does not work for complex scene changes. Shen and Sethi [44,45] describe algo-
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rithms to detect features such as spatial gradients in MPEG-1 video which could be
subsequently used to detect scene changes. Yeo and Liu [49] present algorithms for
detecting abrupt and gradual scene changes, intrashot variations and ﬂashlight
scenes in MPEG and motion JPEG video streams [48] using DC images. They present an eﬃcient technique for extracting a sequence of DC images from a compressed
video stream [49]. The key frames derived from the scene change detection algorithm
are subject to a clustering and matching process to generate a scene transition graph
which can be used for high-level representation and rapid browsing and navigation
of the video data [50]. Ngo et al. [33] use one dimensional spatio-temporal strips derived from DC images and reduce the problem of working with a sequence of frames
to a problem of working with a two-dimensional image. A statistical DC histogramming approach is used to detect the abrupt and gradual scene changes.
Video parsing techniques that rely primarily on chrominance and/or luminance
values (or their averages as reﬂected in the DC images) for the purpose of scene
change detection are prone to misses when there is little change in background color
or luminance between successive video shots and to false positives when there is a
change in background color, luminance or ambient lighting within a single shot.
Bhandarkar and Khombadia [7] have presented algorithms for computing the relative motion between successive frames to detect abrupt and gradual scene changes in
a compressed video stream. However, the approach suﬀers from the drawback that it
is not always possible to determine the motion vectors in the MPEG-1 video stream
[7]. Consequently, Bhandarkar et al. [8] have presented parsing algorithms that use
both DC images and motion vectors for detecting scene changes in MPEG-1 video.
It was shown that an integrated approach, that uses both, motion vectors and DC
histograms, performs better than the individual methods. Another class of techniques does video parsing at the level of scenes and exploits frame and shot similarity
measures based on a semantic model. Kender and Yeo [21] present novel high-level
approaches for segmenting hierarchical scene structure in video. Scene boundaries
are determined using shot-to-shot coherence followed by a one pass on-the-ﬂy shot
clustering algorithm. The video segmentation is then done at the theme level.
The output of the parsed video is used in content-based retrieval of the video
database [38]. Lienhart et al. [26] present a systematic method to compare and retrieve video sequences at four levels of temporal resolution, i.e., frame, shot, scene
and video. The video is transformed to an appropriate representation before comparisons are made. A normalized measure of distance between the representations
of two video sequences is deﬁned for similarity. The method is domain independent
and can compare frames, shots or sequences. Jain et al. [19] present a technique for
querying a video database by content using video clips. The articles by Ahanger and
Little [3] and Jiang et al. [20] give an exhaustive review of video parsing techniques
and their use in content-based querying of video and multimedia databases.
MPEG-1 encoding and decoding have received the most attention from the viewpoint of parallel processing. Bilas at al. [10] have implemented a shared memory parallel MPEG-1 decoder. Their scheme consists of a scan process that scans the
MPEG-1 stream, generates tasks and inserts them in a common queue. A pool of
worker processes removes the tasks from the queue and processes them. Their
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algorithm does not include frame level parallelism and assumes that all GOPs are
closed (i.e., all the inter-frame references lie strictly within a GOP). Mayer-Patel
[27] discusses parallel processing for special video eﬀects such as titling, compositing
and blending. Three modes of parallelism are considered: (a) functional parallelism
where the video eﬀects are decomposed into smaller subtasks that are mapped on
individual processors, (b) temporal parallelism where the video stream is partitioned
into sets of successive frames and the processors work on the entire set of frames
assigned to them, and (c) spatial parallelism where regions of video frames are assigned to individual processors. For instance, the left halves of all the frames can
be processed by one processor and the right halves can be processed by the other
processor.
Shen et al. [42] have implemented an MPEG-1 encoder on the Intel Touchstone
Delta and Intel Paragon parallel computers using the SPMD model of parallelism.
Akramullah et al. [4] have implemented a parallel MPEG-2 encoder on a network
of workstations connected via Ethernet and ATM. Parallelism is achieved at the level
of the GOP, i.e., each GOP is encoded by a single processor. A scheme for eﬃcient I/
O and data distribution is presented. Although encoding is often done oﬀ line, the
performance is shown to be better than real-time. He et al. [16], propose a software-based MPEG-4 encoder using a network of workstations. A Petrinet-based
modeling methodology is used to capture spatio-temporal relationships among the
multiple video objects at diﬀerent levels of the MPEG-4 encoding hierarchy. Their
scheme incorporates automatic partitioning, allocation and scheduling of video objects to individual processors as well as dynamic determination of execution order
and synchronization requirements. With 20 processors, the performance is better
than real-time and multiple sequences can be encoded simultaneously. Agi and
Jagannathan [2] discuss a parallel MPEG-1 encoder on a CM-5 Machine where parallelism is achieved at the GOP level. Their scheme shows a linear speedup up to 16
processors, beyond which the speedup drops due to the bottlenecks in the communication network and the ﬁle I/O system. Meng et al. [28] present a compressed video
searching and editing system called WebClip for the web. WebClip works on
MPEG-1 compressed video allowing for editing functions such as cuts, pastes,
blends, dissolves etc. and does task/data distribution at the level of the GOP.

3. Parallel parsing of MPEG-1 video
Two diﬀerent approaches to parallel parsing of MPEG-1 video are implemented
and analyzed in this paper. The ﬁrst approach, termed as Approach 1, is based on
[7,8] and uses DC images and motion vectors to detect scene changes. The DC
images corresponding to Y, U and V images of each frame in the MPEG-1 stream
are generated using the method suggested in [49,50] which does not entail complete
decompression of the MPEG-1 stream. Abrupt scene changes (i.e., scene cuts) are
detected by thresholding the diﬀerence between the sum of the DC values from
the Y, U and V images of two consecutive frames. If there is a scene change between
two frames, this diﬀerence will exceed a prespeciﬁed threshold. Gradual scene
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changes (i.e., fades and dissolves) are detected by thresholding the diﬀerence between
the sum of DC values that are k frames apart [49].
In the case of video parsing using motion vectors, we exploit the fact that scene
changes such as scene cuts, pans and zooms exhibit deﬁnite patterns in the underlying motion vector ﬁeld. Abrupt scene changes are found by ﬁrst computing the motion distances between two successive frames [7]. The motion distance denotes the
diﬀerence in the extent of motion between successive frames. Scene cuts are characterized by large motion distances between the successive frames on either side of the
scene boundary [7]. In a pan scene, a majority of the motion vectors are aligned in
the direction of the pan. During a zoom-in or zoom-out, a majority of the motion
vectors either point outward or inward respectively. Dissolves are detected based
on the observation that the prediction error values in the encoded macroblocks
are high. Fig. 6 depicts an outline of a sequential algorithm for Approach 1.
The second approach, termed as Approach 2, is based on [33] in which only DC
image strips are used. Three strips, namely, the horizontal, vertical and diagonal
strips passing through the center of each DC image, are extracted for each frame
in the video. The corresponding strips from each frame are stitched together to form
a set of three 2-D images where each 2-D image corresponds to the horizontal, vertical or diagonal strips. Scene changes are detected by segmenting these images. The
shapes of boundaries between the segments reveal the nature of the scene transitions.
Abrupt scene cuts and gradual scene changes are detected in the same manner as the
DC image approach [49]. Thresholding is performed on the diﬀerence sequences. For
some of the MPEG-1 streams that were tested, this approach gives better results than
the DC image approach. Detection of zoom-ins and zoom-outs is much more complex and hence not performed. Fig. 7 depicts an outline of a sequential algorithm for
Approach 2.
The two approaches discussed above are parallelized in our parallel video parsing
system depicted in Fig. 8. The parallel video parsing system is similar to the parallel

Fig. 6. Outline of the sequential algorithm for Approach 1.
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Fig. 7. Outline of the sequential algorithm for Approach 2.

Fig. 8. System organization.

MPEG decoding system discussed in [10]. The system consists of a main or master
process, a group of worker or slave processes and a display process. The master
process scans the input MPEG-1 stream, prepares the tasks and assigns the tasks
to the worker processes. The workers process the tasks and convey the intermediate
and ﬁnal results to the display process. The relevant information such as the DC
images and the motion vectors are extracted locally within the tasks assigned
to the workers and are shared with the other workers in order to compute the ﬁnal
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results. All the processes use shared memory for communication and synchronization. The master process prepares the parallel units of computation (i.e. tasks) and
inserts them in a circular queue in the shared memory. The workers remove the tasks
from the queue and process them. The master process does no computation per se,
but monitors the MPEG-1 stream for the beginning and end of a new frame or a
slice, or for a particular sequence of frames to build custom GOPs for the GOP-level
implementation (as discussed in the next section) before queuing tasks in the task
queue. All the decoding is done by the workers. The task queue is either common
to all workers or each worker could have its own task queue.
Since the MPEG-1 stream can be hierarchically decomposed into various layers
such as sequences, GOPs, frames, slices and macroblocks, it stands to reason to consider these layers as potential parallel units of work. We have chosen GOPs, frames
and slices as possible units for task decomposition in our current implementation.
The sequence layer is not chosen because many available MPEG-1 videos have very
few sequences, typically just one. The macroblock layer is not chosen because in a
given slice the macroblocks are highly dependent on other macroblocks. Thus task
decomposition at the macroblock level would involve tremendous synchronization.
As a passing note, in our system (as in most MPEG-1 decoders), only three frames
and their related information reside in memory at any point in time. The three
frames are the two reference frames and the frame being currently decoded or analyzed. The related information comprises of DC images, motion vectors, and other
assorted data needed for the working of the system. Our parallel algorithms are
implemented on a 32-processor SUN Enterprise 10 000 server which is a sharedmemory symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) running the SUN Solaris operating system. Interprocess communication is done solely through shared memory.
3.1. Parallel MPEG-1 video parsing at the GOP level
When parsing MPEG-1 video at the GOP level, each worker process tackles a distinct GOP and processes the results. There is a distinction between the GOP assigned
to a worker process and the GOP present in the MPEG-1 stream. The traditional
GOP in an MPEG-1 stream consists of a set of frames with a unique start code
and header. As discussed in the introduction, a GOP in the MPEG-1 stream can start
with an I or a B frame and end with an I or a P frame. A GOP header has a special
bit called the closed bit. If this bit is set, no frame in that GOP depends on any other
frame in the preceding or succeeding GOP. Such a GOP is considered closed and can
be decoded independently. Thus, a closed GOP has to start with an I frame or a B
frame with no dependence on the previous GOP. However, due to the fact that the
MPEG-1 encoder transmits frames out of their true temporal order, the resulting
GOPs are not closed (Fig. 9). GOPs that are not closed entail communication and
synchronization overhead among the worker processes. Thus, the master process
has to preprocess the actual MPEG-1 stream to ensure that the GOPs are always
closed. The closed GOPs resulting from the preprocessing of the MPEG-1 stream
are called custom GOPs (Fig. 9). In the remainder of the paper, the term GOP implies a custom GOP unless stated otherwise. Since the GOPs are independent, the
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Fig. 9. The actual GOP in the MPEG-1 stream and the custom GOP.

communication and synchronization overhead among the worker processes is minimal. Most of the synchronization and communication is between the master process
and the worker processes.
3.1.1. Parsing using DC images and motion vectors (Approach 1)
The master process inserts the custom GOPs along with relevant header information into the task queue. The worker processes remove the tasks from the queue and
process them independently with no communication between the workers. Each
worker process uses the algorithms in [7,8,49] for detecting scene cuts, pans, zooms
and gradual scene changes using the DC images and motion vector information derived from the video segment within their respective GOPs. The results of the parsing
are inserted in a single shared data structure in memory that is indexed by the frame
number. No locks are required to access this shared structure since no two workers
handle the same frame. The workers access the task queue until it is empty. Access to
the task queue is synchronized. The pseudocode outlines for the master process and
the worker process are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively.
Arriving at the results from the GOPs takes place in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, a
worker process extracts the three DC images for each frame in its GOP, and computes the sum of the DC values in each of the 3 images. In the second step, the difference between the sum for the current frame and the sum for the previous frame is
computed. Once the array of sums is available, ﬁnding the diﬀerence between sums
of successive frames or between sums that are k frames apart 1 can be done in any
manner. In the case where the span k of a dissolve is larger than the number of
frames in a GOP, the diﬀerence computation requires the sum of the DC values of
a frame in another GOP. This entails communication and synchronization among
the workers. Computing the motion vectors is done in a similar manner. Instead
of extracting the DC images, the workers compute the motion vectors within each
GOP. Detection of scene cuts, pans and zooms is done by computing the motion vectors with respect to a reference frame within the GOP as is done in the sequential
algorithm.
1

For dissolve detection.
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Fig. 10. Pseudocode outline of the master process for parallel video parsing at the GOP level
(Approach 1).

Fig. 11. Pseudocode outline of the worker process for parallel video parsing at the GOP level
(Approach 1).

3.1.2. Parsing using DC image strips (Approach 2)
Recall that 1-D strips are extracted from the three DC images of each frame in the
MPEG-1 stream and stitched together to form a 2-D image. Each worker locally
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stitches the strips from the frames in its GOP. The scene changes are detected by segmenting the 2-D image using an edge detector in the (Y, U, V) feature space. Since
edge detection involves ﬁnding the diﬀerence in values between DC images of consecutive frames, the worker processes need to synchronize at the GOP boundaries.
The GOP-based scheme is modiﬁed slightly for this approach. Edge detection is done
while extracting the strips. This approach saves memory since storing the entire 2-D
image in memory is not necessary. Scene cuts and pans use the diﬀerences computed
between consecutive frames. Dissolves are implemented using the same k-diﬀerence
method used with the DC images in Approach 1. Each worker computes the sum of
the strips and if the value of the kth strip exists within the process, it computes the
diﬀerence. The sums obtained from the strips are kept in a shared address space. The
diﬀerence is then thresholded to check for peaks and plateaus. As before, parallelism
is aﬀected when detecting dissolves if the span of the dissolve is greater than the number of frames in a GOP. The master process for Approach 2 is the same as that for
Approach 1. The pseudocode outline for the worker process in Approach 2 is
depicted in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Pseudocode outline of the worker process for parallel video parsing at the GOP-level
(Approach 2).
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3.2. Parallel MPEG-1 video parsing at the frame level
When parsing MPEG-1 video in parallel at the frame level, each worker process
deals with a single frame at a time and computes the results. This entails ﬁnergrained task and data decomposition compared to parallel video parsing at the
GOP level. Since the results are based on diﬀerences between successive frames,
worker processes dealing with successive frames need to synchronize and communicate their results. To minimize the synchronization communication overhead, intermediate results are temporarily buﬀered and the ﬁnal results computed only after
every I frame in the MPEG-1 stream. This permits the workers to compute the intermediate results locally without synchronization. But the inherent dependencies between I, P and B frames limits the extent of parallelism. If a worker is processing
an I or a P frame, no other worker is allowed to proceed concurrently because the
frames that follow the I or P frame will either depend on the I or P frame, or on
a frame succeeding the I or P frame. Thus, the presence of the reference frames (I
or P frames) in the MPEG-1 stream enforces sequential execution. Only a worker
that is currently processing a B frame can execute concurrently with other workers
that are also currently processing B frames. A higher percentage of B frames in
the MPEG-1 stream increases the extent of parallelism that can be realized at the
frame level.
3.2.1. Parsing using DC images and motion vectors (Approach 1)
The master process scans the MPEG-1 stream for the start and end markers of a
frame and inserts the frame along with the appropriate header in the task queue. The
worker processes remove the tasks from the task queue. Processing takes place in the
order of the frame numbers due to the inter-frame dependencies. The frames that appear early in the MPEG-1 stream have to be processed before the later frames. Thus,
the worker in possession of the frame with the lowest number takes precedence. If
the frame is a reference frame (I or P frame), the frame number decides the order.
If the frame is a B frame, then both of its reference frames must have been already

Fig. 13. Pseudocode outline of the master process for parallel video parsing at the frame level
(Approach 1).
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processed. The above two conditions enforce a global ordering on the computation.
A worker, not processing a frame, sleeps on a condition variable. The pseudocode
outline of the master process is given in Fig. 13.
The worker processes compute the results in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, a worker
process extracts the DC images for all of its assigned frames, computes all the necessary information from each frame including the sum of DC values and records the

Fig. 14. Pseudocode outline of the worker process for parallel video parsing at the frame level
(Approach 1).
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information in the shared memory. The ﬁrst step is local to each worker process and
does not entail any synchronization. The second step involves synchronization after
every I frame in the MPEG-1 stream. After every I frame, the workers use the intermediate information to compute the ﬁnal results. To make this possible, the worker
that processes an I frame, sets a global variable that acts as a signal to all the other
workers. During the processing of the I frame, all the other workers suspend their
tasks since the I frame is a reference frame. After having processed its I frame, the
worker awakens the other sleeping workers. Since the global variable is now set,
all the workers halt the processing of any future frames and proceed to compute
the ﬁnal results. They divide the preprocessed work among themselves and compute
the inter-frame diﬀerences. The pseudocode outline of the worker process for Approach 1 is shown in Fig. 14. The extraction of motion vectors is performed in a similar manner. As in the previous case, the reference frames are resident in the shared
memory. To compute the motion distance for detection of scene cuts, the workers
access the reference frames synchronously. Detection of zooms and pans also entails
access to the reference frames [8]. Dissolves are detected using the prediction errors.
The diﬀerences in the prediction errors between consecutive frames are thresholded
to detect dissolves [7].
3.2.2. Parsing using DC image strips (Approach 2)
The master process for Approach 2 is the same as that for Approach 1. The worker processes extract the three strips, horizontal, vertical and diagonal, from the three

Fig. 15. Pseudocode outline of the worker process for parallel video parsing at the frame level
(Approach 2).
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DC images of the frames they are currently processing. The processing of the frames
follows the same order as in the case of Approach 1. At the end of each frame, the
worker processes synchronize to compute the pixel diﬀerences. Each worker process
computes the diﬀerences between its current frame and the stored values of the previous frame and stores the current values in the shared memory for the worker
processing the next frame in order. Dissolves are implemented using the same kdiﬀerence method as in the case of Approach 1 (with DC images). At the end of a
frame, the worker computes the k-diﬀerence if the value of the kth frame exists
locally. If the value does not exist locally, then the worker processing the kth frame
computes the k-diﬀerence. The k-diﬀerence is then thresholded to check for peaks
and plateaus for potential dissolves. The pseudocode outline of the worker process
for Approach 2 is given in Fig. 15.
3.3. Parallel MPEG-1 video parsing at the slice level
When parsing MPEG-1 video at the level of slices, each worker is assigned a slice
to be processed. This represents the ﬁnest-grained task and data decomposition compared to parallel video parsing at the GOP level or the frame level. The slice-level
implementation has the same overall structure as the frame-level implementation.
The workers process all the slices in a given frame before proceeding to the next
frame. When a reference frame is being processed by a group of workers, no other
worker can process the slices from the next frame. Likewise, when non-reference
frames are processed by a group of workers, no other worker can begin processing
the next reference frame since the two reference frames resident in the shared memory will be altered if the worker is allowed to process the next reference frame. Any
change in the reference frames will aﬀect the processing of the non-reference frames.
To improve the eﬃciency, when workers are processing non-reference frames (B
frames), the reference frame immediately following them is allowed to be processed,
but the results are not updated in the shared memory. The results are buﬀered temporarily and the shared memory is updated during synchronization. To minimize the
synchronization overhead, intermediate results are temporarily buﬀered and the ﬁnal
results are computed during synchronization after every I frame in the MPEG-1
stream. As before, the inherent dependencies between I, P and B frames limit the extent of parallelism. Only the workers handling slices from B frames and the immediately succeeding I or P frame can execute in parallel. There are at least two circular
task queues used in this implementation. The master process uses one queue to ﬁll all
slices belonging to a particular frame and proceeds to ﬁll the other queue for a new
frame. This allows the insert-into-queue operation performed by the master process
and the remove-from-queue operations performed by the worker processes to be
overlapped without entailing a high synchronization overhead.
3.3.1. Parsing using DC images and motion vectors (Approach 1)
The master process scans the MPEG-1 stream for the start of a new slice and
inserts the slice along with the appropriate GOP, frame and slice headers into the
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Fig. 16. Pseudocode outline of the master process for parallel video parsing at the slice level (Approach 1).

task queue. Processing takes place in the order of the frame numbers. However,
the slices within a frame are processed in any order. The frames that appear
early in the MPEG stream have to be processed before the later frames. So all
the workers having slices from the lowest numbered frame take precedence. If the
frame is a B frame, the precondition of the availability of both its reference frames
must be met. If it is a reference frame, no other frames except the preceding B
frames should be active. The pseudocode outline of the master process is shown in
Fig. 16.
The worker process for parallel video parsing at the slice level is very similar to its
frame-level counterpart. The worker processes compute all the intermediate results
and synchronize at the end of every frame. In contrast to the frame-level implementation where a frame is processed by a single worker, here a frame is processed by all
workers. The master and worker processes are very similar in both cases, whether the
DC values or the motion vectors are used to determine scene changes. The pseudocode outline of the worker process is shown in Fig. 17.
3.3.2. Parsing using DC image strips (Approach 2)
The master process in Approach 2 is identical to the one in Approach 1 (Fig. 16).
However the structure of the worker process in Approach 2 more closely resembles
that of the worker process in Approach 2 of the frame-level implementation. The
three strips, horizontal, vertical and diagonal are extracted from the three DC images
of each frame. Since the workers work with slices rather than entire frames, the intermediate data from all the slices are used to build a shared frame. The last worker to
ﬁnish in a frame extracts the 3 strips from the shared frame that has been built. At
the end of each frame, the diﬀerences are computed and the current values are stored
in the shared memory for the next frame. Dissolves are implemented using the
same k diﬀerence approach that is used in Approach 1 with the DC images. The
worker that processes the last slice within a frame, computes the sum of the strips
and computes the diﬀerence if the value of the kth frame exists locally. The diﬀerence
is then thresholded to check for peaks and plateaus. A more parallel version could
utilize all workers in the computation of the sums and diﬀerences, but is highly
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Fig. 17. Pseudocode outline of the worker process for parallel video parsing at the slice level
(Approach 1).

complex. The pseudocode outline for the worker process for Approach 2 is given in
Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18. Pseudocode outline of the worker process for parallel video parsing at the slice level
(Approach 2).

4. Analytical evaluation of performance
The performance of the various parallel MPEG-1 video parsing schemes discussed
in the previous section were analyzed in terms of speedup, synchronization overhead and general memory requirements. The following terminology is introduced before the analytical expressions for speedup and synchronization overhead are
derived.
Tc: Time taken by a worker to process a single task,
T 1c : Computation time for a 1-worker system. This includes time taken by the worker
to access the task queue,
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T 1w;m : Wait time experienced by the worker in a 1-worker system waiting for the master to initialize the task queue,
T nw;m : Total wait time experienced by all the workers in an n-worker system waiting
for the master to initialize the task queue,
T nw;w : Total time spent in synchronization between the workers in an n-worker
system,
Tw,r: Time taken by a worker to remove a job from the queue,
Tm,i: Time taken by the master to construct and insert a job into the queue,
T nc : Computation time for an n-worker system,
T1: Total time for a 1-worker system,
Tn: Total time for an n-worker system,
St: Size of the task (GOP, slice or frame),
Sq: Size of the task queue in terms of number of tasks,
nt: Total number of tasks,
n: Total number of worker processes.
4.1. Parallel parsing at the GOP level
The total time taken by a 1-processor system T1 can be expressed as:
T 1 ¼ T 1w;m þ T 1c

ð1Þ

where
T 1c ¼ nt T c þ nt T w;r ¼ nt K 2 S t þ nt K 3 S t ¼ nt ðK 2 þ K 3 ÞS t

ð2Þ

and K2 and K3 are constants. The computation time Tc for a task and the time taken
to remove a task from the queue Tw,r are proportional to the task size St. The wait
time at the task queue for 1-processor system T 1w;m can be expressed as
T 1w;m ¼ T 1ðw;mÞi þ T 1ðw;mÞl

ð3Þ

where T 1ðw;mÞi is the initial wait time encountered by the worker processes while the
task queue is being ﬁlled by the master process and T 1ðw;mÞl is the wait time encountered by the worker process at the task queue at any other time during execution. It is
clear that
T 1ðw;mÞi ¼ K 1 S t ¼ T m;i

ð4Þ

where K1 is a constant, i.e., the initial wait time T 1ðw;mÞi , which includes the time taken
by the master process to construct a task and insert it in the task queue, is directly
proportional to the task size. If the execution of the worker process is overlapped
with the time taken by the master process to construct and insert tasks in the task
queue and if the time taken by a worker process on a task is greater than the time
taken by the master process to construct and insert a task in the task queue, i.e.,
T 1c > T m;i then T 1ðw;mÞl ¼ 0. That is to say, there is a new task already present in the
task queue when the worker process has completed its current task. Hence
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T 1w;m ¼ T 1ðw;mÞi ¼ K 1 S t
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ð5Þ

Note that the task queue is assumed to be of size 1 since a larger queue size is not
needed for a 1-worker system. From Eqs. (1)–(5)
T 1 ¼ K 1 S t þ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þnt S t

ð6Þ

For an n-worker system, the initial wait time at the task queue T nðw;mÞi is given by
T nðw;mÞi ¼ K 1 S q S t . Recall that the time Tc taken by a single worker process to process
a single task is given by Tc = K2St. It can be seen that if T c > T nðw;mÞi þ ðn  1ÞT w;r , the
master process will have reinitialized the task queue before a worker process needs to
access the task queue for its next task. This implies that the wait time for subsequent
access to the task queue T nðw;mÞl ¼ 0, i.e., no worker process will be kept waiting for
subsequent access to the task queue. The synchronization overhead between the
worker processes T nw;w is given by
T nw;w ¼ T nðw;wÞi þ T nðw;wÞl

ð7Þ

T nðw;wÞi is the initial wait time at the task queue where a worker needs to wait
while another worker is accessing the task queue and T ðw;wÞl is the time spent by a
worker in synchronizing with other workers over the duration of the computation. For a GOP-level implementation, since each worker processes its GOP
independently of the other workers, T ðw;wÞl ¼ 0 whereas T nðw;wÞi ¼ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t . The
time T nc spent in computation by an n-worker system on n processors can be
expressed as:
T nc ¼

n 
T 1c
t
¼ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þ
St
n
n

ð8Þ

In Eq. (8) it is assumed that each worker process is assigned to an independent processor within the SMP. Thus
n 
t
T n ¼ T nc þ T nw;m þ T nw;w ¼ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þ
ð9Þ
S t þ K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t
n
The speedup r(n, nt) is given by
T1
K 1 S t þ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þnt S t
n ¼
T
K 1 S q S t þ ðK 2 þKn3 Þnt S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t


K1
n 1 þ ðK 2 þK
3 Þnt

¼
nðn1Þ K 3
K1
n
1 þ S q K 2 þK 3 nt þ nt K 2 þK 3

rðn; nt Þ ¼

ð10Þ

Note that for most video streams, K1, K3  K2 and Sq  nt, i.e., the time taken to
construct a task, queue a task or remove a task from the queue is much smaller than
the time taken to process it, and the size of the task queue is much smaller than the
number of tasks (GOPs) in the video stream. In the limit as nt ! 1, i.e., as the video
stream becomes longer it can be seen from Eq. (10) that
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rl ðnÞ ¼ lim rðn; nt Þ ¼ n

ð11Þ

nt !1

Also, for a given value of nt, in the limit as n ! 1, i.e., as the number of processors
are increased it can be seen from Eq. (10) that
rk ðnt Þ ¼ lim rðn; nt Þ ¼ 0

ð12Þ

n!1

Thus, better speedup is realized for video streams that are longer (i.e., have a larger
number of GOPs) in comparison to the number of processors in the SMP i.e., the
ratio nnt is very high. The synchronization overhead x(n, nt) is given by:
xðn; nt Þ ¼

T nw;m þ T nw;w
K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t
¼
n
T
K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t þ ðK 2 þKn3 Þnt S t

¼
1þ



1

K 2 þK 3
K 1 S q þðn1ÞK 3

 
nt

ð13Þ

n

In the limit as nt ! 1 it can be seen that
xl ðnÞ ¼ lim xðn; nt Þ ¼ 0

ð14Þ

xk ðnt Þ ¼ lim xðn; nt Þ ¼ 1

ð15Þ

nt !1

and
n!1

These results are to be expected since the initial wait time at the task queue becomes
negligible compared to the total processing time as the length of the video stream increases for a given value of number of processors n. Also, for a given video stream,
the initial wait time at the task queue becomes increasingly signiﬁcant as the number
of processors n increases.
4.2. Parallel parsing at the frame level
As in the case of parallel parsing at the GOP level,
T 1 ¼ T 1c þ T 1w;m

ð16Þ

T n ¼ T nc þ T nw;m þ T nw;w

ð17Þ

and

It can be seen that
T 1c ¼ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þnt S t

ð18Þ

T 1w;m ¼ T 1ðw;mÞi þ T 1ðw;mÞl ¼ K 1 S t þ 0 ¼ K 1 S t

ð19Þ

and

Hence
T 1 ¼ K 1 S t þ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þnt S t

ð20Þ
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Also the time Tc taken by a worker to process a task can be expressed as
T c ¼ T c;1 þ T c;2

ð21Þ

where Tc,1 represents the inherently serial portion and Tc,2 the parallelizable portion
of Tc. Let Tc,1 = K4St and Tc,2 = K5St such that K4 + K5 = K2. Hence
T nc ¼ K 4 nt S t þ

K 5 nt S t
an

ð22Þ

where 0 < a < 1 takes into account the synchronization and communication overhead between the n worker processes i.e. the term T nðw;wÞl in
T nw;w ¼ T nðw;wÞi þ T nðw;wÞl

ð23Þ

where T nðw;wÞi ¼ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t as in the GOP case. Hence
T n ¼ T nw;m þ T nw;w þ T nc ¼ T nðw;mÞi þ T nðw;mÞl þ T nðw;wÞi þ T nðw;wÞl þ T nc
¼ K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t þ K 4 nt S t þ

K 5 nt S t
an

ð24Þ

Note that T nðw;mÞl ¼ 0 as in the GOP case. Hence
rðn; nt Þ ¼

T1
K 1 S t þ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þnt S t
n ¼
T
K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t þ K 4 nt S t þ K 5annt S t

K 1 þ ðK 2 þ K 3 Þnt
5 nt
K 1 S q þ ðn  1ÞK 3 þ K 4 nt þ Kan


K1
an 1 þ nt ðK 3 þK
þK
Þ
4


 5 

¼   
anðn1Þ
K3
K1
K4
n
a nt S q K 3 þK 4 þK 5 þ nt
þ
an
þ K 3 þKK 54 þK 5
K 3 þK 4 þK 5
K 3 þK 4 þK 5
¼

ð25Þ
Note that in the frame-level implementation, the parameter a is related to the fraction of B frames in the GOP. Recall that the presence of I and P frames imposes
sequential execution in parallel video parsing at the frame level. The degree of parallelism that can be exploited at the frame level increases with the fraction of B
frames in the GOP. Also note that the inclusion of the factor a in T nc takes into account T nðw;wÞl and a separate expression for T nðw;wÞl is not necessary. In the limit as
nt ! 1, i.e., as the number of frames in a GOP becomes increasingly large,
rl ðnÞ ¼ lim rðn; nt Þ ¼ 
nt !1

K5
K 3 þK 4 þK 5

an
þ an K 3 þKK 44 þK 5



ð26Þ

4
Furthermore, when the percentage of parallelizable code is high, KK 42 ¼ K 4KþK
! 0 and
5
K4
hence an K 3 þK 4 þK 5 ! 0. In which case,


K3
rl ðnÞ a 1 þ
n
ð27Þ
K2
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which is linear in n. As the number of processors increase, i.e., n ! 1,
lim rl ðnÞ ¼ lim

n!1

n!1

K4
K 3 þK 4 þK 5

1
K3 þ K4 þ K5 K3 þ K2
¼
¼
K5
K4
K4
þ anðK 3 þK
4 þK 5 Þ

ð28Þ

Thus the speedup reaches an asymptotic limit as the number of processors is increased for large GOP sizes causing the eﬃciency to fall to zero.
The synchronization overhead x is given by
xðn; nt Þ ¼

T nw;m þ T nw;w
Tn

ð29Þ

The value of T nw;w is given by T nw;w ¼ T nðw;wÞi þ T nðw;wÞl where T nðw;wÞi ¼ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t as in
the GOP case and

n 1
T c;2 T c;2
t
1
ð30Þ
T nðw;wÞl ¼

¼ K 5St
an
n
n a
Hence



K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t þ K 5 S t nnt 1a  1
xðn; nt Þ ¼
nt
K 1 S q S t þ ðn  1ÞK 3 S t þ nt K 4 S t þ an
K 5St

K 1 S q þðn1ÞK 3
þ Kn5 1a  1
nt
¼ K S q þðn1ÞK

1
3
þ K 4 þ Kan5
nt

From Eq. (31) in the limit as nt ! 1,

K5 1
1
1a
n a

lim xðn; nt Þ ¼ xl ðnÞ ¼
¼
K
5
nt !1
K 4 þ an
1 þ a K4 n

ð31Þ

ð32Þ

K5

K4
K5

In the limit as ! 0, i.e., as the parallelizable fraction of the code increases, from
Eq. (32), it can be seen that
lim xl ðnÞ ¼ 1  a

K4
K 5 !0

ð33Þ

4.3. Parallel parsing at the slice level
The analysis of parallel video parsing at the slice level is along the same lines as
the analysis at the frame level. The only diﬀerence is that here nt is the average number of slices in a frame. The variable a is interpreted as the fraction of worker processes that can proceed concurrently. In fact, in most cases a 1. The only case where
the value of a deviates substantially from 1 is when the worker processes processing a
subsequent reference frame are ﬁnished whereas the worker processes processing a
previous B frame have not yet ﬁnished processing. This is an infrequent occurrence
since the processing of frames is typically completed in the temporal sequence of
their occurrence in the video stream.
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5. Experimental evaluation of performance
The performance of the various parallel MPEG-1 video parsing schemes discussed
in the previous section was experimentally veriﬁed in terms of speedup, synchronization overhead and general memory requirements. All our experiments were conducted on a SUN Enterprise 10 000 server which is a shared memory symmetric
multiprocessor (SMP) machine with 32 Ultrasparc 400 MHz processors and 32 GB
of shared memory running the Solaris 8 operating system. All programs are compiled with gcc version 2.7.2.2. The programs use the Solaris shared memory library.
All the processes in the system are traditional UNIX processes. Shared memory is
used as the medium of communication. Shared memory is preferred over message
queues since the latter have strict restrictions on the sizes of allowed messages.
5.1. Parallel parsing at the GOP level
5.1.1. Approach 1
Speedup curves for the parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the GOP-level with Approach
1 using DC images are shown in Fig. 19(a) and (b). The speedup is computed with
Speedup Curves: GOP Approach 1
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Speedup Curves: GOP Approach 1
Task Queue Size = 48
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Fig. 19. Speedup curves for parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the GOP level with Approach 1 using DC images.
(a) Task queue size = 32 and (b) Task queue size = 48.
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respect to the time taken by a single worker system. It can be seen that the speedup
increases almost linearly with the increase in number of workers up to 31. Since the
maximum number of processors in the SMP is 32 and one of the processors is assigned to the master process, the maximum number of workers possible (with an
assignment of one processor per worker) is 31. If more than 31 worker processes
are executed, the processes are time-shared on the processors available on the
SMP. Two diﬀerent sizes for the task queue (32 and 48) with upto 31 worker
processes were examined. As the graphs in Fig. 19(a) and (b) show, there is not much
diﬀerence in the speedup values. It should be noted that the time taken to insert one
GOP into the queue is much less than the time taken to process a GOP. Since there
are 31 workers, for task queue sizes greater than 32, the workers do not spend any
time waiting for the task queue to be ﬁlled. Hence speedup does not vary for task
queue sizes greater than 32. Since the GOP level utilizes the coarsest granularity
of parallelism with minimal synchronization, the speedup is observed to scale in
a manner that is almost linear. This is in conformity with the theoretical analysis
presented in the previous section.
The speedup in Fig. 19(a) and (b) was seen to be aﬀected by the GOP size. The
GOP size refers to the number of frames in the traditional GOP from which the custom GOPs are constructed. Four diﬀerent GOP sizes were examined. The GOP size
was found to directly impact the load imbalance among the worker processes and
hence the speedup. Since all the worker processes execute on processors of the same
speed, if the GOPs are not equally divided among the workers, load imbalance
would result. The eﬀect of this imbalance is more noticeable when the size of the
GOP is large and the number of GOPs in the MPEG stream is small. Also, the

Synchronization Overhead: GOP Approach 1
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Fig. 20. Synchronization overhead for parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the GOP level with Approach 1 using
DC images.
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disparity in the speedup values, for GOPs of diﬀerent sizes, is observed to increase
with the number of worker processes. This can be attributed to fact that as the number of worker processes increases, so does the initial wait time.
Synchronization overhead is measured as the percentage of the total execution
time that is spent in synchronization primitives. Fig. 20 shows the synchronization
overhead as a function of the number of worker processes for Approach 1. Three
diﬀerent values for the total number of tasks (i.e., GOPs) nt are considered, 1024,
1536 and 2048. The synchronization waits are due to stalls resulting from access
to shared data (which includes the task queue) and stalls resulting from data dependencies. The initial wait is for the task queue to get ﬁlled for the ﬁrst time. The initial
wait time increases with an increase in the number of worker processes. The later
wait times, caused by inter-process synchronization, are small since the worker processes work independently of each other. The synchronization overhead is thus observed to increase with an increase in the number of worker processes. The
synchronization overhead is also observed to reduce as the number of GOPs in
the video stream (i.e., tasks) increases for a given number of worker processes. These
observations are in conformity with the theoretical analysis presented in the previous
section.
Speedup Curves: GOP Approach 2
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Fig. 21. Parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the GOP level with Approach 2 using DC image slices. (a) Speedup
curves and (b) synchronization overhead curves.
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5.1.2. Approach 2
Speedup curves for the parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the GOP-level with Approach
2 using DC image strips are shown in Fig. 21(a). Four diﬀerent sizes of GOPs are
used to test the speedup. As in the case of Approach 1, the smaller-size GOPs perform better than the larger-size GOPs. From Fig. 21(b) it can be observed that
the synchronization overhead increases with an increase in the number of worker
processes. This is due to the increased initial wait experienced by the worker
processes while the master process ﬁlls the task queue. As in the case of
Approach 1, the synchronization overhead is also observed to reduce as the number
of GOPs in the video stream (i.e., tasks) increases for a given number of worker
processes.
5.2. Parallel parsing at the frame level
5.2.1. Approach 1
Fig. 22(a) and (b) shows the speedup curves for parallel video parsing at the frame
level with Approach 1 which uses DC images. Two diﬀerent sizes for the task queue
were examined, i.e., 32 frames and 48 frames. The speedup was observed to be sublinear because of high synchronization overhead which limits parallelism. The speedup was observed to level oﬀ as the number of worker processes exceeded 12 (Fig.

Speedup Curves: Frame Approach 1
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Speedup Curves: Frame Approach 1
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Fig. 22. Speedup curves for parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the frame level with Approach 1 using DC
images. (a) Task queue size = 32 and (b) task queue size = 48.
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22(a) and (b)). The size of the task queue did not make a noticeable diﬀerence. Load
imbalance was not a signiﬁcant factor because of the ﬁner granularity of task and
data decomposition. The speedup values were seen to be particularly sensitive to
the fraction of B frames in the video stream. Video streams with a higher percentage
of B frames were seen to yield higher speedup values (Fig. 22). For a given percentage of B frames, the speedup values were observed to be higher for video streams
with more frames. Overall, the speedup values were observed to be more sensitive
to the percentage of B frames in the video stream (which determines the value of
a) than the total number of frames in the video stream (which determines the value
of nt).
The frame-level implementation involves high synchronization overhead. The
overhead, measured as the percentage of total time spent in synchronization, was observed to be almost constant with respect to an increasing number of worker processes. The initial wait time, as discussed in the analysis of parallel video parsing at the
GOP-level, was present here as well but was overshadowed by the enormous amount
of subsequent synchronization. The synchronization overhead did not depend on the
number of frames in the MPEG-1 stream because every frame is associated with the
same amount of processing and synchronization overhead, rather it was seen to depend on the percentage of B frames in the video stream. As shown in Fig. 23, for a
video stream with 8142 frames, the synchronization overhead was approximately
55% with 65% B frames and approximately 65% with 40% B frames. For a video
stream with 4010 frames and 65% B frames, the synchronization overhead was observed to be approximately 59%. Thus, for a given number of processors and percentage of B frames, the synchronization overhead was seen to decrease with an

Synchronization Overhead: Frame Approach 1
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Fig. 23. Synchronization overhead for parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the frame level with Approach 1 using
DC images.
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increasing number of frames in the video stream. However, for a a given number of
processors and number of frames in the video stream, the synchronization overhead
was observed to be far more sensitive to the percentage of B frames in the video
stream; the synchronization overhead increased sharply even with a small decrease
in the percentage of B frames in the video stream.
5.2.2. Approach 2
Fig. 24(a) depicts the speedup for parallel video parsing at the frame level using
DC image slices (Approach 2). As in the case of Approach 1, the speedup was seen
to be sublinear due to the high synchronization overhead which limits the extent of
parallelism. The speedup was observed to level oﬀ for more than 12 worker processes. Approach 2 was also observed to incur high synchronization overhead as depicted in Fig. 24(b). The synchronization overhead was observed to be almost
constant with respect to the number of worker processes. As in the case of Approach
1, the synchronization overhead was observed to be more sensitive to the percentage
of B frames in the video sequence rather than the total number of frames in the video
sequence.
Speedup Curves: Frame Approach 2
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Fig. 24. Parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the frame level with Approach 2 using DC image slices. (a) Speedup
curves and (b) synchronization overhead curves.
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5.3. Parallel parsing at the slice level
5.3.1. Approach 1
Experiments were conducted for four diﬀerent frame resolutions. The resolution
aﬀects the number of slices in a frame. Four diﬀerent frame resolutions were considered: 32 slices/frame, 64 slices/frame, 96 slices/frame and 128 slices/frame. Also, two
diﬀerent sizes for the task queue (32 and 48) were considered. The size of a single
slice, however, was kept constant. As Fig. 25(a) and (b) shows, the slice-level implementation yielded speedup ﬁgures that are better than the frame-level implementation but worse than the GOP-level implementation. Since the slice-level
implementation is similar to its frame-level counterpart, it is constrained by a similar
synchronization overhead. The improvement over the frame-level implementation
can be attributed to the parallel processing of a frame by several worker processes.
In the frame-level implementation, a worker works on a single frame and if that
frame happens to be a reference frame, then that worker process is the only one that
is permitted to run whereas the other workers in the system are forced to remain idle.

Speedup Curves: Slice Approach 1
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Speedup Curves: Slice Approach 1
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Fig. 25. Speedup curves for parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the slice level with Approach 1 using DC images.
(a) Task queue size = 32 and (b) task queue size = 48.
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Synchronization Overhead: Slice Approach 1
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Fig. 26. Synchronization overhead for parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the slice level with Approach 1 using
DC images.

In the slice-level implementation, almost all the workers are active during the
processing of all frames, thus improving the speedup.
Fig. 25(a) and (b) shows the speedup results for four diﬀerent frame resolutions.
The speedup performance was seen to be better for larger frame resolutions due to
the relatively infrequent synchronization amongst the workers which is in conformity with the theoretical analysis. Load imbalance was not seen to be a major issue
because of the ﬁne granularity of task and data decomposition. Although the speedup was sublinear in the number of worker processes, the speedup values were better
than those in the case of the frame-level implementation. Also, the speedup curve in
the case of the slice-level implementation did not display the saturation (i.e., leveling
oﬀ) eﬀect that it did in the case of the frame-level implementation.
Fig. 26 depicts the synchronization overhead for the slice-level implementation.
The synchronization overhead was observed to decrease as the number of slices in
a frame (i.e., frame resolution) was increased. This was expected since the workers
synchronize less frequently and spend more time in computation between synchronization when the frame resolution is increased. The synchronization overhead also
exhibited a slight increasing trend with an increase in the number of worker processes. These experimental observations were in conformity with the theoretical analysis presented earlier.
5.3.2. Approach 2
The experimental results in the case of Approach 2, were similar to those in the
case of Approach 1. As shown in Fig. 27(a), the speedup was observed to be sublinear in the number of worker processes. However the speedup values were higher than
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Speedup Curves: Slice Approach 2
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Fig. 27. Parallel MPEG-1 parsing at the slice level with Approach 2 using DC image slices. (a) Speedup
curves and (b) synchronization overhead curves.

those in the corresponding frame-level implementation. As in the case of Approach
1, the speedup values were better for higher frame resolutions. The synchronization
overhead is depicted in Fig. 27(b). As in the case of Approach 1, the synchronization
overhead was seen to decrease with an increase in the frame resolution. For a given
frame resolution, the synchronization overhead was seen to exhibit a slight increasing trend with an increase in the number of worker processes.
5.4. Memory requirements
The system-wide memory requirements are depicted in Fig. 28 for the GOP-level,
frame-level and slice-level implementations. The GOP-level implementation was seen
to consume the most memory and the memory requirement increased with an increase in the size of the GOP. The memory requirements also increased with an increase in size of the task queue since for larger task queues, a larger number of GOPs
were stored in memory. In the GOP-level implementation, each worker process had
to retain 3 frames and the associated data in its local memory. As the number of
worker processes was increased, so did this local memory requirement.
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Memory Requirements: Approach 1
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Fig. 28. Memory requirements for the three levels of parallel processing granularity: GOP, frame and
slice.

For the frame-level implementation, the memory requirements were seen to be
less stringent. The principal contender for memory was the task queue. However,
since each slot in the task queue holds a single frame it occupied much less space than
the slot in the task queue in the GOP-level implementation. The 3 frames resident in
memory and their associated data were common to all the worker processes. This
memory requirement did not increase with the number of worker processes which
is in contrast to the GOP-level implementation. The slice-level implementation
boasted the least memory requirement. The task queue occupied the least amount
of memory since each slot in the task queue holds only a single slice. As in the case
of the frame-level implementation, the 3 frames resident in memory and their associated data were common to all the workers and thus this memory requirement did
not increase with the number of worker processes.
5.5. Multiple task queues
The video parsing system discussed thus far used a single global task queue that
was shared by all the worker processes. The slice-level implementation used two or
more queues which were also shared by all the workers. Since a shared global queue
results in contention among the processors, an improved version of the system was
implemented in which each worker was provided with its own task queue. The rest of
the system and its working were unchanged.
In the improved version of the video parsing system, the master process scans the
MPEG-1 stream and queues the tasks (custom GOPs, frames or slices) onto each of
the worker queues in a round-robin fashion. The worker processes read the tasks
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from their respective task queues. For the slice method, each worker has its individual set of multiple queues. The remainder of the processing by the workers is the
same as that in the case of the single task queue implementation. It should be noted
that the master process would still need to synchronize with the worker processes but
the need for synchronization amongst the worker processes is reduced. The pseudocode description of the master process for the multiple-queue version of the parallel
video parsing algorithm at the GOP level, frame level and the slice level is given in
Figs. 29–31, respectively. The pseudocode description of the worker process for the
multiple-queue implementation at the GOP level, frame level and slice level is the
same as that of its single-queue counterpart.
Fig. 32 depicts the synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue implementation of the video parsing algorithm based on the GOP level of parallelism. The synchronization overhead in the case of the multiple-queue implementation was
observed to be lower than its single-queue counterpart—a 35% average reduction
in the synchronization overhead based on the single-queue implementation. However, there is still some initial wait time involved for the worker processes in the multiple-queue implementation since the master initializes the worker task queues in a
round-robin manner. This initial wait time is lower in the case of the multiple-queue
implementation and increases with an increase in the number of worker processes.
Hence the overall synchronization overhead was observed to have an increasing
trend with respect to the number of worker processes (Fig. 32). As in the case of

Fig. 29. Main process for parallel video parsing at the GOP level with multiple task queues.
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Fig. 30. Main process for parallel video parsing at the frame level with multiple task queues.

Fig. 31. Main process for parallel video parsing at the slice level with multiple task queues.

the single-queue implementation, the synchronization overhead was also observed to
have a decreasing trend with respect to the number of GOPs in the video stream.
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Synchronization Overhead With Multiple Queues: GOP Approach 1
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Fig. 32. Synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue GOP-level implementation: Approach 1.

Synchronization Overhead With Multiple Queues: Frame Approach 1
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Fig. 33. Synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue frame-level implementation: Approach 1.

Fig. 33 depicts the synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue implementation of the frame-level video parsing algorithm (Approach 1). The overall synchronization overhead was seen to be lower than in the case of the single-queue
implementation but only marginally—a 4% average reduction in the synchronization
overhead based on the single-queue implementation. This was expected since the
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initial wait time for the worker processes is a small fraction of the subsequent wait
time due to data dependencies. Note that whereas the multiple-queue implementation can reduce the initial wait time for the worker processes it cannot alleviate
the wait times due to stalls caused by data dependencies. As in the case of the single-queue implementation, the synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue
implementation was observed to be sensitive to the fraction of B frames in the video
stream i.e., the synchronization overhead increased sharply with a relatively modest
decrease in the fraction of B frames in the video stream. The synchronization overhead also exhibited a decreasing trend with respect to the number of frames in the
video stream in a manner similar to the single-queue implementation. The synchronization overhead was observed to be almost constant with respect to the number of
worker processes in a manner similar to the single-queue implementation.
Fig. 34 depicts the synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue implementation of the slice-level video parsing algorithm (Approach 1). The overall synchronization overhead was seen to be lower than in the case of the single-queue
implementation—a 12% average reduction in the synchronization overhead based
on the single-queue implementation. Note that this reduction is signiﬁcantly greater
than the reduction observed in the case of the multiple-queue frame-level implementation but signiﬁcantly lower than that observed in the case of the multiple-queue
GOP-level implementation. This was expected since the initial wait time for the worker processes in the slice-level implementation as fraction of the total wait time (which
includes wait times due to data dependencies) lies between the corresponding values
for the frame-level implementation (very low) and the GOP-level implementation
(very high). As in the case of the single-queue slice-level implementation, the synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue slice-level implementation was observed to

Synchronization Overhead With Multiple Queues: Slice Approach 1
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Fig. 34. Synchronization overhead for the multiple-queue slice-level implementation: Approach 1.
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have a decreasing trend with respect to the frame resolution (number of slices per
frame). The overall synchronization overhead was almost constant with respect to
the number of worker processes as in case of the single-queue implementation.
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, a parallel parsing system for MPEG-1 video streams was designed
and implemented, and its results were analyzed. The results showed that MPEG-1
video parsing is amenable to parallel processing on a shared-memory symmetric multiprocessor (SMP). Two diﬀerent parsing algorithms were implemented and analyzed. The parallel video parsing algorithms were implemented for 3 levels of
granularity of task and data decomposition, i.e., the GOP-level, frame-level and
slice-level. Since MPEG-1 video exhibits inherent dependencies, the coarsest granularity of parallelism, i.e., the GOP-level, was observed to yields the best results in
terms of speedup and synchronization overhead. The custom GOP-level implementation was followed by the slice-level and the frame-level implementations (in that
order) in terms of speedup and synchronization overhead.
The synchronization overhead was seen to be impacted by the initial wait time when
the worker task queue(s) is (are) being initialized by the master process. Since the
worker processes in the GOP-level implementation process their assigned GOPs independently, the initial wait time had a greater impact on the overall synchronization
overhead. In contrast, in the frame-level implementation, the worker processes had
to synchronize frequently due to the inherent data dependencies between the frames
within a GOP. Hence, the contribution of the initial wait time towards the overall synchronization overhead was relatively insigniﬁcant. Replacing the single task queue by
multiple task queues, one for each worker process, resulted in a reduction in the initial
wait time and had the most impact on the GOP-level implementation and the least on
the frame-level implementation in terms of overall synchronization overhead. Overall,
the speedup of the GOP-level implementation was observed to be the most scalable
with respect to the number of processors within the SMP whereas the speedup of
the frame-level implementation was seen to be the least scalable. The slice-level implementation was observed to lie between the GOP-level and frame-level implementations in terms of speedup, synchronization overhead and scalability of speedup and
synchronization overhead with respect to the number of processors within the SMP.
Future work will include implementing the parallel video parsing algorithms on a
hybrid platform consisting of a distributed memory network of nodes where each
node is a shared memory symmetric multiprocessor (SMP). Parsing algorithms based
on more advanced video encoding standards such as MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 will also
be investigated.
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